
COMARC/B 326

326  FREQUENCY STATEMENT NOTE

This field contains a note indicating the frequency with which a serial is issued or the update of an integrating
resource.

Subfields & repeatability

FIELD/SUBFIELD REPEATABILITY
326 Frequency statement note r

a Frequency nr
b Dates of frequency nr

Indicators

Indicator values are not defined.

SUBFIELDS

326a  Frequency

A statement indicating frequency with which a serial is issued or with which an integrating
resource is updated (see example 8). The data is entered for the output needs and it is the first
element in the note area.

326b  Dates of frequency

The date span over which the frequency mentioned in subfield a applies (see examples 2, 5).

NOTES ON FIELD CONTENTS

A statement indicating frequency in field 326 must correspond to the code entered in subfield 110b –
Frequency of issue.

If it is desired to note frequency or update at different periods during the existence of the continuing resource,
the field 326 should be repeated. Directory entries for the repeated fields should be ordered with the most
recent frequency first (see examples 2, 5).
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326 COMARC/B

RELATED FIELDS

110b CONTINUING RESOURCES, Frequency of issue
This subfield contains a code indicating the frequency of issue of the serial or the update of the
integrating resource.

EXAMPLES

1.
326 ⊔⊔ aMonthly

2.
326 ⊔⊔ aQuarterly b1981-
326 ⊔⊔ aMonthly b1940-1980

(A journal published monthly from 1940 to 1980 and published quarterly since.)

3. *
110 ⊔⊔ ac bd ca
326 ⊔⊔ aŠtirinajstdnevnik (med šolskim letom)

(A serial published biweekly during a school year.)

4. *
326 ⊔⊔ aTri do petkrat letno

5. *
326 ⊔⊔ aLetnik b1985-1990
326 ⊔⊔ aPolletnik b1974-1984

6. * COBISS.net
110 ⊔⊔ ac bc ca
326 ⊔⊔ aNedeljno

7. * COBISS.net
110 ⊔⊔ aa bj
326 ⊔⊔ aDvapati godišno

8. *
110 ⊔⊔ ag bp
326 ⊔⊔ aZaporedne osvežitve

(A web page being updated.)
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